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Strategies for Quasi-Monte Carlo Nov 22 2021 Strategies for Quasi-Monte Carlo builds a
framework to design and analyze strategies for randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (RQMC). One
key to efficient simulation using RQMC is to structure problems to reveal a small set of
important variables, their number being the effective dimension, while the other variables
collectively are relatively insignificant. Another is smoothing. The book provides many
illustrations of both keys, in particular for problems involving Poisson processes or Gaussian
processes. RQMC beats grids by a huge margin. With low effective dimension, RQMC is an
order-of-magnitude more efficient than standard Monte Carlo. With, in addition, certain
smoothness - perhaps induced - RQMC is an order-of-magnitude more efficient than
deterministic QMC. Unlike the latter, RQMC permits error estimation via the central limit
theorem. For random-dimensional problems, such as occur with discrete-event simulation,
RQMC gets judiciously combined with standard Monte Carlo to keep memory requirements
bounded. This monograph has been designed to appeal to a diverse audience, including those
with applications in queueing, operations research, computational finance, mathematical
programming, partial differential equations (both deterministic and stochastic), and particle
transport, as well as to probabilists and statisticians wanting to know how to apply effectively a
powerful tool, and to those interested in numerical integration or optimization in their own right.
It recognizes that the heart of practical application is algorithms, so pseudocodes appear
throughout the book. While not primarily a textbook, it is suitable as a supplementary text for
certain graduate courses. As a reference, it belongs on the shelf of everyone with a serious

interest in improving simulation efficiency. Moreover, it will be a valuable reference to all those
individuals interested in improving simulation efficiency with more than incremental increases.
Hillier's Fundamentals of Motor Vehicle Technology Oct 29 2019 Completely revised and
updated, Hillier's famous text is now available as three separate volumes. Book 2 concentrates
on Powertrain management systems: Engine management (petrol and diesel) and
transmission management (manual and automatic). All the associated fundamental information
on sensors actuators and electronic control systems is included, as well as more advanced
material. The information builds up from basic control systems to those linked by multiplexing.
Print Book of David Hillier's CorporateFinance 4/e Aug 08 2020
Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy European Edition 2e Apr 27 2022 The second
European edition of Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy provides comprehensive
coverage of financial markets and corporate finance, brought to life by real world examples,
cases and insights. Placed in a truly international context, this new and updated edition takes
an academic and practical view-point to guide students through the challenges of studying and
practicing finance. Aimed specifically at an international audience, this edition boasts hundreds
of references to new and relevant non-US research papers from top finance journals. Whilst
retaining the well respected structure of the successful US text, Professor David Hillier has
also made a number of additions which include: Fully updated research, data and examples in
every chapter. Coverage of the global financial crisis, the impact it made on the financial
markets and the lessons being learnt by the finance industry. A stronger emphasis on
corporate governance and agency theory. Updates on accounting standards, bankruptcy laws,
tax rules and tax systems.
Financial Accounting, Reporting, and Analysis Jan 01 2020 Offering both technical and
interpretative content, this is the only truly balanced financial accounting textbook to provide
students not only with the 'how' and 'why' of financial information, but also guidance on what
this means in practice.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 4e Oct 02 2022
Origin and Mineralogy of Clays Dec 12 2020 Origin and Mineralogy of Clays, the first of two
volumes, lays the groundwork for a thorough study of clays in the environment. The second
volume will deal with environmental interaction. Going from soils to sediments to diagenesis
and hydrothermal alteration, the book covers the whole spectrum of clays. The chapters on
surface environments are of great relevance in regard to environmental problems in soils,
rivers and lake-ocean situations, showing the greatest interaction between living species and
the chemicals in their habitat. The book is of interest to scientists and students working on
environmental issues.
Space Is the Machine May 05 2020 Since The Social Logic of Space was published in 1984
Bill Hillier and his colleagues at University College London have been conducting research on
how space features in the form and functioning of buildings and cities. A key outcome is the
concept of 'spatial configuration' - meaning relations which take account of other relations in a
complex. New techniques have been developed and applied to a wide range of architectural
and urban problems. The aim of this book is to assemble some of this work and show how it
leads the way to a new type of theory of architecture: an 'analytic' theory in which
understanding and design advance together. The success of configurational ideas in bringing
to light the spatial logic of buildings and cities suggests that it might be possible to extend
these ideas to other areas of the human sciences where problems of configuration and pattern
are critical.

The Art of the Japanese Book Oct 10 2020
Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy Solutions Manual Sep 28 2019 Contents of this
exercise book - 'Raising capital in financial markets'; 'Debt financing'; 'Equity financing'; 'the
mathematics and statistics of portfolios'; 'Mean-variance analysis and the capital asset pricing
model'; 'Factor models and the arbitrage pricing theory'; 'Pricing derivatives'; 'Options';
'Discounting and valuation'; 'Investing in risk-free projects'; 'Investing in risky projects';
'Allocating capital and corporate strategy', 'Corporate taxes and the impact of financing on real
asset valuation'; 'How taxes affect dividends and share repurchases'; 'Bankruptcy costs and
debt holder-equity holder conflicts'; 'Capital structure and corporate strategy'; 'How managerial
incentives affect financial decisions'; 'The information conveyed by financial decisions';
'Mergers and acquisitions'; 'Risk management and corporate strategy'; 'The pratice of hedging';
'Interest rate risk management'.
Models, Methods, Concepts & Applications of the Analytic Hierarchy Process Jun 17 2021
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a prominent and powerful tool for making decisions in
situations involving multiple objectives. Models, Methods, Concepts and Applications of the
Analytic Hierarchy Process, 2nd Edition applies the AHP in order to solve problems focused on
the following three themes: economics, the social sciences, and the linking of measurement
with human values. For economists, the AHP offers a substantially different approach to
dealing with economic problems through ratio scales. Psychologists and political scientists can
use the methodology to quantify and derive measurements for intangibles. Meanwhile
researchers in the physical and engineering sciences can apply the AHP methods to help
resolve the conflicts between hard measurement data and human values. Throughout the
book, each of these topics is explored utilizing real life models and examples, relevant to
problems in today’s society. This new edition has been updated and includes five new
chapters that includes discussions of the following: - The eigenvector and why it is necessary A summary of ongoing research in the Middle East that brings together Israeli and Palestinian
scholars to develop concessions from both parties - A look at the Medicare Crisis and how
AHP can be used to understand the problems and help develop ideas to solve them.
Muhammad Iqbal Mar 15 2021 Bringing together a diverse number of prominent and
emerging scholars, from backgrounds in political science, philosophy and religious studies, this
book offers novel examinations of the philosophical ideas that laid at the heart of Iqbal's own.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Nov 03 2022 Prepared by Matthew Will of the
University of Indianapolis, the Study Guide contains a thorough list of activities for the student,
including an introduction to the chapter, sources of business information, key concepts and
terms, sample problems with solutions, integrated PowerPoint slides, and related web links.
European Security in NATO's Shadow Aug 20 2021 This book asks why European countries
tried to build a security institution outside of NATO, emphasising the influence of political party
ideologies.
The Medieval Traveller Apr 03 2020 This translation originally published: Woodbridge, UK:
Boydell Press, 1989.
Quiet Activism Nov 30 2019 This book focuses on the potential and possibilities for socially
innovative responses to the climate emergency at the local scale. Climate change has
intensified the need for communities to find creative and meaningful ways to address the
sustainability of their environments. The authors focus on the creative and collaborative ways
local- scale climate action reflects the extra-ordinary measures taken by ordinary people. This
includes critical engagement with the ways in which novel social practices and partnerships

emerge between people, organisations, institutions, governance arrangements and ecosystems. The book successfully highlights the transformative power of socially innovative
activities and initiatives in response to the climate crisis; and critically explores how different
individuals and groups undertake climate action as ‘quiet activism’ – the embodied acts of
collective disruption, subversion, creativity and care at the local scale.
Lectures on Corporate Finance Oct 22 2021 This course of lectures introduces students to
elementary concepts of corporate finance using a more systematic approach than is generally
found in other textbooks. Axioms are first highlighted and the implications of these important
concepts are studied afterwards. These implications are used to answer questions about
corporate finance, including issues related to derivatives pricing, state-price probabilities,
dynamic hedging, dividends, capital structure decisions, and risk and incentive management.
Numerical examples are provided, and the mathematics is kept simple throughout. In this
second edition, explanations have been improved, based on the authors' experience teaching
the material, especially concerning the scope of state-price probabilities in Chapter 12. There
is also a new Chapter 22: Fourteen Insights.
Fundamentals of Automotive Electronics Apr 15 2021
Shrinkwrap Sep 20 2021 Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 1st European Edition, brings to
life the modern-day core principles of corporate finance using a problem solving approach. The
book is an adaptation of the highly successful Fundamentals of Corporate Finance text by
Ross, Westerfield and Jordan and is aimed specifically at an international audience.
4th Party Cyber Logistics for Air Cargo Feb 11 2021 4th Party Cyber Logistics For Air
Cargo is a technical discussion for researchers and practitioners to understand the issues,
models, and future directions of air cargo logistics in the cyber era. This book introduces the
many aspects of planning and control of air cargo logistics processes in an e-Business
environment. The authors approach this subject matter from the perspective of the logistics
service providers. There is tremendous potential of achieving industry-wide collaboration
between agents of the air cargo industry via an e-Business community platform. At the same
time, there are many intellectually challenging problems regarding the architecture, ownership,
decision support environment, and knowledge management of such an e-Business platform.
The authors provide an evolutionary view to conceptualize the developments of websites
where e-Commerce activities and e-Business activities co-exist. Four Web eras are detailed,
providing an impetus for the development of frameworks of an e-Business platform for air
cargo logistics, or e-Platform. The conceptual framework captures the new elements in cyber
logistics and what the framework can do for the industry.
Morality in Cormac McCarthy's Fiction Jul 27 2019 This book argues that McCarthy’s
works convey a profound moral vision, and use intertextuality, moral philosophy, and questions
of genre to advance that vision. It focuses upon the ways in which McCarthy’s fiction is in
ceaseless conversation with literary and philosophical tradition, examining McCarthy’s
investment in influential thinkers from Marcus Aurelius to Hannah Arendt, and poets,
playwrights, and novelists from Dante and Shakespeare to Fyodor Dostoevsky and Antonio
Machado. The book shows how McCarthy’s fiction grapples with abiding moral and
metaphysical issues: the nature and problem of evil; the idea of God or the transcendent; the
credibility of heroism in the modern age; the question of moral choice and action; the possibility
of faith, hope, love, and goodness; the meaning and limits of civilization; and the definition of
what it is to be human. This study will appeal alike to readers, teachers, and scholars of
Cormac McCarthy.

Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy Sep 01 2022 The second European edition of
Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy provides comprehensive coverage of financial
markets and corporate finance, brought to life by real world examples, cases and insights.
Placed in a truly international context, this new and updated edition takes an academic and
practical view-point to guide students through the challenges of studying and practicing
finance. Aimed specifically at an international audience, this edition boasts hundreds of
references to new and relevant non-US research papers from top finance journals. Whilst
retaining the well respected structure of the successful US text, Professor David Hillier has
also made a number of additions which include: Fully updated research, data and examples in
every chapter. Coverage of the global financial crisis, the impact it made on the financial
markets and the lessons being learnt by the finance industry. A stronger emphasis on
corporate governance and agency theory. Updates on accounting standards, bankruptcy laws,
tax rules and tax systems.
Advanced SharePoint Services Solutions Dec 24 2021 *Practical examples can be used
immediately. *Hands-on exercises. *Short, task-based procedures for solving common
problems.
Complexity Theories of Cities Have Come of Age Mar 03 2020 Today, our cities are an
embodiment of the complex, historical evolution of knowledge, desires and technology. Our
planned and designed activities co-evolve with our aspirations, mediated by the existing
technologies and social structures. The city represents the accretion and accumulation of
successive layers of collective activity, structuring and being structured by other, increasingly
distant cities, reaching now right around the globe. This historical and structural development
cannot therefore be understood or captured by any set of fixed quantitative relations. Structural
changes imply that the patterns of growth, and their underlying reasons change over time, and
therefore that any attempt to control the morphology of cities and their patterns of flow by
means of planning and design, must be dynamical, based on the mechanisms that drive the
changes occurring at a given moment. This carefully edited post-proceedings volume gathers a
snapshot view by leading researchers in field, of current complexity theories of cities. In it, the
achievements, criticisms and potentials yet to be realized are reviewed and the implications to
planning and urban design are assessed.
Solutions Manual to Accompany Corporate Finance Aug 27 2019 The Solutions Manual
contains detailed, worked-out solutions for all of the problems in the end of chapter material. It
has also been revised for accuracy by multiple sources. It is also available for purchase by
students. The Solutions Manual is prepared by Joseph Smolira, Belmont University
One Hundred Film Noirs Jul 07 2020 Film noir's popularity with cinema audiences, enthusiasts
and scholars has remained unabated since post-war French critics began discerning a new
trend in American film with the release of such stylish and atmospheric crime features as
Double Indemnity and Murder, My Sweet. Many of Hollywood's greatest directors such as Fritz
Lang and Robert Siodmak are now closely associated with film noir's psychologically acute
observations of the darker contours of the American urban landscape. Thanks to evocative
cinematography, sharp writing and powerful performances, these films have had an enduring
influence on international visual culture. 100 Film Noirs provides an authoritative overview of
film noir past and present by examining its core films and themes and providing an accessible
introduction to critical debates. The book goes beyond the classical canon to examine the
ways in which noir continues to have a diverse influence on American cinema. It demonstrates
the way that noir has intervened in other more established Hollywood genres and also

considers numerous lesser-known examples of the field. Importantly, 100 Film Noirs has a
strong international dimension and provides new and revealing insights into film noirs from
France, Germany, Japan, India, Mexico and beyond.
Evolutionary Optimization Jul 19 2021 Evolutionary computation techniques have attracted
increasing att- tions in recent years for solving complex optimization problems. They are more
robust than traditional methods based on formal logics or mathematical programming for many
real world OR/MS problems. E- lutionary computation techniques can deal with complex
optimization problems better than traditional optimization techniques. However, most papers
on the application of evolutionary computation techniques to Operations Research
/Management Science (OR/MS) problems have scattered around in different journals and
conference proceedings. They also tend to focus on a very special and narrow topic. It is the
right time that an archival book series publishes a special volume which - cludes critical
reviews of the state-of-art of those evolutionary com- tation techniques which have been found
particularly useful for OR/MS problems, and a collection of papers which represent the latest
devel- ment in tackling various OR/MS problems by evolutionary computation techniques. This
special volume of the book series on Evolutionary - timization aims at filling in this gap in the
current literature. The special volume consists of invited papers written by leading - searchers
in the field. All papers were peer reviewed by at least two recognised reviewers. The book
covers the foundation as well as the practical side of evolutionary optimization.
Financial Accounting and Reporting Jul 31 2022 Financial Accounting and Reporting is the
most up to date text on the market. Now fully updated in its fourteenth edition, it includes
extensive coverage of International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS). This market-leading text offers students a clear, well-structured
and comprehensive treatment of the subject. Supported by illustrations and exercises, the
book provides a strong balance of theoretical and conceptual coverage. Students using this
book will gain the knowledge and skills to help them apply current standards, and critically
appraise the underlying concepts and financial reporting methods.
Pandemics: Insurance and Social Protection Sep 08 2020 This open access book collects
expert contributions on actuarial modelling and related topics, from machine learning to legal
aspects, and reflects on possible insurance designs during an epidemic/pandemic. Starting by
considering the impulse given by COVID-19 to the insurance industry and to actuarial
research, the text covers compartment models, mortality changes during a pandemic, risksharing in the presence of low probability events, group testing, compositional data analysis for
detecting data inconsistencies, behaviouristic aspects in fighting a pandemic, and insurers'
legal problems, amongst others. Concluding with an essay by a practicing actuary on the
applicability of the methods proposed, this interdisciplinary book is aimed at actuaries as well
as readers with a background in mathematics, economics, statistics, finance, epidemiology, or
sociology.
Project Scheduling Jan 13 2021 Our objectives in writing Project Scheduling: A Research
Handbook are threefold: (1) Provide a unified scheme for classifying the numerous project
scheduling problems occurring in practice and studied in the literature; (2) Provide a unified
and up-to-date treatment of the state-of-the-art procedures developed for their solution; (3)
Alert the reader to various important problems that are still in need of considerable research
effort. Project Scheduling: A Research Handbook has been divided into four parts. Part I
consists of three chapters on the scope and relevance of project scheduling, on the nature of
project scheduling, and finally on the introduction of a unified scheme that will be used in

subsequent chapters for the identification and classification of the project scheduling problems
studied in this book. Part II focuses on the time analysis of project networks. Part III carries the
discussion further into the crucial topic of scheduling under scarce resources. Part IV deals
with robust scheduling and stochastic scheduling issues. Numerous tables and figures are
used throughout the book to enhance the clarity and effectiveness of the discussions. For the
interested and motivated reader, the problems at the end of each chapter should be
considered as an integral part of the presentation.
Mediating Empire Jan 31 2020 As part of the growing scholarship on family and empire, this
study examines Britain's presence in China through the lens of one family, arguing that, as the
physical embodiment of the imperial project, it provided a social and cultural mechanism for
mediating Britain's imperial power, authority and presence, and forging connections and
networks throughout the expanding British world. Drawing on public and private papers, it
breaks significant new ground in its development of those themes.
Introduction to Space Syntax in Urban Studies Jun 05 2020 This open access textbook is
a comprehensive introduction to space syntax method and theory for graduate students and
researchers. It provides a step-by-step approach for its application in urban planning and
design. This textbook aims to increase the accessibility of the space syntax method for the first
time to all graduate students and researchers who are dealing with the built environment, such
as those in the field of architecture, urban design and planning, urban sociology, urban
geography, archaeology, road engineering, and environmental psychology. Taking a didactical
approach, the authors have structured each chapter to explain key concepts and show
practical examples followed by underlying theory and provided exercises to facilitate learning in
each chapter. The textbook gradually eases the reader into the fundamental concepts and
leads them towards complex theories and applications. In summary, the general competencies
gain after reading this book are: – to understand, explain, and discuss space syntax as a
method and theory; – be capable of undertaking various space syntax analyses such as axial
analysis, segment analysis, point depth analysis, or visibility analysis; – be able to apply space
syntax for urban research and design practice; – be able to interpret and evaluate space
syntax analysis results and embed these in a wider context; – be capable of producing new
original work using space syntax. This holistic textbook functions as compulsory literature for
spatial analysis courses where space syntax is part of the methods taught. Likewise, this
space syntax book is useful for graduate students and researchers who want to do self-study.
Furthermore, the book provides readers with the fundamental knowledge to understand and
critically reflect on existing literature using space syntax.
EBOOK: Corporate Finance: European Edition Jan 25 2022 EBOOK: Corporate Finance:
European Edition
The Book of Fresh Flowers May 17 2021 A comprehensive guide to creating flower
arrangements, with suggestions on how to grow and buy the best flowers, as well as the
techniques of the professionals
Habitus: a Sense of Place Jun 25 2019 Habitus is a concept developed by the late French
sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu, as a 'sense of one's place...a sense of the other's place'. It relates
to our perceptions of the positions (or 'place') of ourselves and other people in the world in
which we live and how these perceptions affect our actions and interactions with places and
people. Habitus implies that a web of complex processes links the physical, the social and the
mental. Inspired by this concept, this compelling book brings together leading scholars from
interdisciplinary fields to examine ways in which spaces and places are constructed,

interpreted and used by different people. This second edition contains updated chapter
material, together with an entirely new introduction and revised conclusions which recognise
the importance of Bourdieu's work. This publication is a tribute to Pierre Bourdieu's remarkable
contribution to the fields of sociology, anthropology, geography, political philosophy and urban
planning.
Forensic Psychiatry and Psychology in Europe May 29 2022 This study guide aims to
make European trainees in forensic psychiatry and psychology and young forensic
psychiatrists and psychologists aware of the differences and commonalities in forensic
psychiatry and psychology in different countries within Europe and to enable them to learn
from the approaches adopted in each country. The guide is divided into five main sections that
address legal frameworks, service provision and frameworks, mandatory skills, teaching and
training in forensic psychiatry and psychology, and capita selecta. In addition,
recommendations are made with respect to the practice of teaching and training across
European countries. It is anticipated that the guide will provide an excellent means of
improving specific skills and that, by learning about the offender/patient pathways in the
different jurisdictions of Europe, the reader will gain a deeper understanding of the principles
that govern methods and practices in their own work with mentally disordered offenders.
Corporate Finance Feb 23 2022
The Economics of Asymmetric Information Mar 27 2022 This book presents recent
developments in the economics of asymmetric information. The problems of selection and
moral hazard, with hidden actions or hidden information, are introduced by examining how they
affect the market for investment finance. The ideas are then used to analyse the market for
insurance, signalling and screening models of education, efficiency wages, industrial
regulation, public procurement and auctions. Coverage is thorough while avoiding excessive
mathematical detail. Diagrams and verbal reasoning make the ideas accessible to intermediate
level undergraduate students and beyond.
Feasibility and Infeasibility in Optimization: Nov 10 2020 Written by a world leader in the field
and aimed at researchers in applied and engineering sciences, this brilliant text has as its main
goal imparting an understanding of the methods so that practitioners can make immediate use
of existing algorithms and software, and so that researchers can extend the state of the art and
find new applications. It includes algorithms on seeking feasibility and analyzing infeasibility, as
well as describing new and surprising applications.
Corporate Finance Jun 29 2022
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